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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

LAB WORK – EE301 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 

 
 

EXPERIMENT : 3 

 

TITLE  : Operational Amplifier (Op-Amp) 

 

OUTCOME     :  

 

Upon completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 

1. Gain experience with design and construction of op-amp IC circuits 

2. Explore simple amplifier concepts and functional circuits 

3. Develop skills with the oscilloscope. 

 

MATERIALS REQUIRED:  

i. Resistors  

ii. Integrated Circuit series 741 

iii. Analogue / Digital Multimeter 

iv. Laboratory Trainer 

v. Oscilloscope 

 

THEORY: 

 

    Refer to the EE301 electronic reference notes or any text on electronics, for 

basic information on the operational amplifier and descriptions of the standard 

inverting and non-inverting amplifier configurations. Although most op-amp circuits 
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can be understood based on the characteristics of an ideal op-amp, in the lab we 

will use real op amps with non ideal characteristics. In this experiment we will 

encounter two of these: output saturation and finite slew rate. Output saturation 

simply means the op amp cannot force the output voltage beyond the voltage 

range it is supplied with. We will be supplying the op amp with +/- 15V. As you will 

find, the op-amp will not be able swing above +15V or below -15V. 

 

   An additional non-ideality that can often show up with amplifier circuits is 

unwanted oscillation. If you see occasional bursts of something on the oscilloscope 

trace for the op-amp output, call it to the attention of the l; you may need to add 

bypass capacitance to the power supply pins (not intended to be part of this 

experiment, and therefore not explained further here). 

 

Note: In the circuits below the pin numbers for the various op-amp connections are 

shown. Pins not shown are to be left unconnected. 

 

PROCEDURE A: 

Part 1: Voltage Follower (Buffer Amplifier) 

 

   The op-amp circuits are the only type of active circuit that we will 

encounter in EE301. Active circuits require an external source of energy to operate 

properly. Figure 1 below shows a picture of the LM741 op-amp that we will use, with 

the pin numbers conventionally labeled (for more detail, a copy of the LM741 data 

sheet is posted at the class web site - CIDOS). Most op-amps have the same pin 

configuration. Use the outputs of your bench power supply, adjusted appropriately, 

for the +/- 13 Vdc sources. 

 

Figure 1: Op-Amp pin diagram and test circuit schematic 
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1. Using your breadboards and the lab bench power supply, construct the circuit shown in 

figure 1 above.  

2. Use your alligator clip leads to connect the breadboard to the power supply terminals.  

3.  Remember that we want the common terminal (COM) of the power supply to be at 

ground potential.  

4. Use the function generator at the bench as source Vg to provide a 1V amplitude (2 V 

pk - pk), 1 kHz sine wave excitation to the circuit. 

5.  Observe the output on the oscilloscope.  

6. Set up the scope so that the input signal is displayed on channel 1, and the output 

signal is displayed on channel 2.  

7. Make a plot of the two waveforms in your lab report.  

 

PROCEDURE B: 

Part 2: Non-inverting amplifier 

 

1. Assemble the non-inverting amplifier circuit shown in figure 2.  

2. Remember to shut off the +/-13 V supply before assembling a new circuit.  

3. Apply a 1 Volt amplitude, 1 kHz sine wave at the input. 

4.  Display both input and output on the oscilloscope. 

5. Make a plot of the input/output waveforms in your lab report. 

 

 

Figure 2: Non-inverting amplifier circuit 
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RESULTS: 

Part 1: Voltage Follower (Buffer Amplifier) 

Table 1: Plot of the two waveforms (input and output) 

                              

 

           Lecturer signature: ________________ 

 

Part 2: Non-inverting amplifier 

Table 2.1: Plot of the input waveforms  

                              

 

                                                                                     Lecturer signature: ________________ 

 

_____ div 

_____ div 

 

Vp = _____ div x _____  (V/div)  =  ____ V 

T = _____ div x _____  (ms/div)  =  ____ ms 

F = 1/T = _____ Hz 

 

Volts/Div: 

____ V 

Time/Div: 

____ ms 

_____ div 

_____ div 

 

Vp = _____ div x _____  (V/div)  =  ____ V 

T = _____ div x _____  (ms/div)  =  ____ ms 

F = 1/T = _____ Hz 

 

Volts/Div: 

____ V 

Time/Div: 

____ ms 
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Table 2.2: Plot of the output waveforms  

                              

 

                                                                                     Lecturer signature: ________________ 

 

         DISCUSSION: 

Write discussion base for your result of the experiment and most importantly, what you learned from performing 

it. It is also encouraged to include personal statements and suggestions about the lab activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         CONCLUSION: 

Write conclusions base on your outcome of the experiment and most importantly, what you learned from 

performing it.  

 

 

 

 

         APPENDIX: 

 List the reference that you are used to get the result in this experiment. 

_____ div 

_____ div 

 

Vp = _____ div x _____  (V/div)  =  ____ V 

T = _____ div x _____  (ms/div)  =  ____ ms 

F = 1/T = _____ Hz 

 

Volts/Div: 

____ V 

Time/Div: 

____ ms 


